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Abstract A serious weakness of the onion protocol, one of the major tools for anonymous
communication, is its vulnerability to network failures and/or an adversary try-
ing to break the communication. This is facilitated by the fact that each message
is sent through a path of a certain length and a failure in a single point of this path
prohibits message delivery. Since the path cannot be too short in order to offer
anonymity protection (at least logarithmic in the number of nodes), the failure
probability might be quite substantial.

The simplest solution to this problem would be to send many onions with
the same message. We show that this approach can be optimized with respect to
communication overhead and resilience to failures and/or adversary attacks. We
propose two protocols: the first one mimics ¸ independent onions with a single
onion. The second protocol is designed for the case where an adaptive adversary
may destroy communication going out of servers chosen according to the traffic
observed by him. In this case a single message flows in a stream of ¸ onions
– the main point is that even when the adversary kills some of these onions, the
stream quickly recovers to the original bandwidth – again ¸ onions with this
message would flow through the network.

Keywords: Anonymity, onion protocol, adaptive adversary

¹»º ¼a½�¾_¿_À�ÁÃÂÅÄ@¾_Æ9ÀÇ½

Protocols for anonymous communication in computer networks attracted a
lot of interest. Their importance increases together with growth of the threats
in public networks. Many solutions were proposed, such as Chaum’s DC-Nets
(Chaum, 1988) and many variations of MIXes (Chaum, 1981). DC-nets pro-
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vide information-theoretic security, but computational overhead is very high.
For this reason, this solution is not regarded as practical for large scale appli-
cations. The second major proposal are Onions described in (Rackoff, 1993)
for the very first time. In fact, it is based on idea of MIXes introduced in
(Chaum, 1981). Anonymous communication based on onions is scalable and
in certain scenarios meets very high demands on privacy (in other scenarios it
provides essentially no protection). In order to provide anonymity, a message
is sent not directly from the source to the destination, but through a path of
randomly chosen nodes, where each node recodes the message with cryptogra-
phic tools, so that one cannot see any relationship between different versions of
the same message. This protocol has many possible variants, see for instance
(Freedman, 2002). Onions are the crucial component of Onion Routing (see
for instance (Syverson, 1998) as a starting reference point).

¹»ºS¹ ãä¿_Àæåæç»èÃé9êìë:ê*ÄlÂÅ¿BÆy¾5í�À�îCï.½�Æ9ÀÇ½!ðñÀÇÂ�¾<ÆS½×ò

In certain scenarios one can really prove that onion protocol is secure, even
if the adversary traces all traffic. The first rigid mathematical analysis was
provided in (Rackoff, 1993). However, the authors assume that a large number
of onions are sent at the same time and that the choice of intermediate nodes
is somewhat restricted. The result, very interesting from theoretical point of
view, is not sufficient for practical applications – security is guaranteed only
for the onion paths which have a length that is polylogarithmic in the numberó of servers (with a two-digit exponent). The last problem can be avoided by
using another estimation (Czumaj, 1999) – the path length can be reduced toô'õ�ö>÷5øaù ó*ú .

A major breakthrough has been achieved by the change of adversary model
in (Berman, 2004) – it is no longer assumed that the adversary can see all
the traffic, but only a certain fraction of it. Even if some preferences of the
users are known to the adversary, it is shown that the onion protocol does
not reveal information through traffic analysis. Neither assumptions about the
number of onions nor special addressing limitations are necessary. The path
length required is a small degree polynomial in

ö>÷5ø ó . Finally, we have proved
(Gomułkiewicz, 2004) that a path length of

ô#õ�ö>÷5ø ó*ú is sufficient (which is
optimal).

¹»ºyû ü\¿_ç*ýþè×ç»Ä ÿ � À îCïþ½�Æ9À�½!ð%À�ÂR¾_ÆS½×ò

A systematic overview of adversary scenarios and their capabilities in real
live situations was presented in (Syverson, 2000). The security proofs, men-
tioned above, should not give us any illusions that the onion protocol is secure
in all circumstances. There is a number of tricks that can be used here, based
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on the fact that connections are not static, exist over a certain time, and that the
users have a certain behavior.

A timing attack exploits the fact that closing (resp. opening) a connection
causes disappearing (resp. emerging) of one link both at the source and the des-
tination. Monitoring these two hosts reveals immediately that the connection
has closed (opened) without any complicated traffic analysis. A predecessor
attack (Wright, 2003) is a refinement of this technique. An intersection at-
tack (Berthold, 2000) may occur for instance when a user fetches a certain
Web page (in an anonymous way) every time he starts a browser. An adver-
sary records the users that are active at the time when this page is requested.
The user in question appears quite often in these records ��� New attacks, also
sophisticated ones, may emerge.

¹»º�� � ê*ý ð%ê � Â�éy¾ �
In this paper we propose how to deal with two problems. The first problem

are node failures in the network. If a path of an onion goes through a node
that is down, the message encoded inside the onion cannot be delivered. This
is a consequence of the fact that private keys of the node that is down must
be used to decode the message and to find out the next node on the path. In
Section 3.1 we show that this is not a serious problem, since at each level we
can encode alternative nodes through which the onion can be processed. Last
but not least, this protocol is as secure as the original protocol in a passive
adversary scenario considered in (Berman, 2004).

The second problem considered here is an adversary who can eavesdrop a
certain fraction of the communication lines at each step; based on this informa-
tion he may destroy all messages sent by arbitrarily chosen servers at the next
step (however, the number of such servers is bounded). Of course, the original
onion protocol is in a hopeless situation against such an adversary: he simply
kills the onions one by one (not caring about their contents and destinations).
In Section 3.2 we show how to cope with this problem. We propose a protocol
such that � onions encoding a message � travel in parallel through the net-
work. A major point in the construction is a mechanism that enables the stream
of � parallel onions to self-recover, even if the adversary succeeds in killing
all but one onion transporting � . The recovery mechanism must be not too ag-
gressive, since the traffic induced may reveal to the adversary the points where
the same message � is located. Then the recovery would bring more harm
than profit: the adversary could destroy all messages transporting � . For this
reason we propose a method that uses sparse communication, which is harder
to be detected. In Section 3.2 we discuss shortly graph theoretic motivation of
our solution.
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û�º ï.½�Æ9À�½!ãä¿<À»¾TÀ�Ä�À�éÝç ½ÅÁ��\½×À�½�í��,Æy¾5í
û�ºS¹ � é9ç ��� ÆfÄ�ç é ï.½�Æ9À�½ �

We consider a network with ó servers, where each pair of servers may com-
municate directly. Each server has a pair of a public and a private key, all
public keys are widely accessible.

Let us recall the onion protocol in one of the simplest versions. Assume that
a message � has to be sent from node � to node � . For this purpose node� chooses at random � intermediate nodes, say, ���! ���" #�%$ (they need not to
be distinct) and random strings &'�! �& ù  ���! �&($() � . Then � builds an onion *
encoding � using the following recursive formula (Enc + means encryption
with the public key of , ):*-$ . Enc / õ �0 �&($() � ú*�12. Enc 354 õ �61 ) �! 5*�1 ) �! �&!1 ) � ú for 798:�* . * �
Then * is sent by � to �;� . Node �;� decrypts the message with its private key.
The plaintext obtained contains � ù , the name of the next server on the path,
and * ù – the message to be sent to � ù . This is like peeling off the onion *<� :
we remove the out-most layer and forward the subonion obtained to the next
server. This process of peeling off is repeated at each subsequent server until� gets finally the message � .

The idea behind is that each server � 1 cannot see what is the contents of the
subonion it sends to the next node – decryption of *=1 ) � requires knowledge
of the appropriate private keys. So ��1 cannot see the destination of the mes-
sage for the subonion it possesses. However, note that additional measures are
necessary to protect anonymity of communication. For instance, without the
random strings & 1 the following simple attack could be carried out: an adver-
sary traces outgoing communication from ��1 ) � . When he detects a message >
sent from � 1 ) � to server ? he checks whether * 1 ) � . Enc @ õ ?A 5> ú . If it is so,
then ?B.C�61 ) ù . This test can be carried out for each single step, so finally the
adversary could detect the destination of the message encoded in *�1 without
breaking encryption scheme used.

In fact additional measures are necessary. For instance, the size of the pack-
ets sent could betray the path along which � is sent. So the encoding must be
combined with appropriate padding (Chaum, 1981).

û�ºyû �"ÁÅå�ê�¿ � ç»¿TíED À�Á×êæé �
There are many different models for an adversary who tries to break the

onion scheme. This is a major issue, since a protocol resilient to attacks in
one model might be vulnerable in another one. Also, too strong and unrealistic
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assumptions about the adversary may lead to difficulties in showing security
relevance of a protocol.GIH�J;K!K(LNM�O:JQPRM�O'STK!J;S"U;V

A passive adversary may only eavesdrop mes-
sages transported along the network. We assume that the cryptographic encod-
ing is strong enough, so the only information available is where and when the
messages have been sent. It is often assumed that additionally an adversary
may get information from a constant fraction of the servers.

There are few variants of the passive adversary:

1 Rackoff-Simon model: all communication lines can be traced by an ad-
versary (Rackoff, 1993)

2 Berman–Fiat–Ta-Shma model: only a constant fraction of communica-
tion lines can be traced (Berman, 2004); these lines are determined in ad-
vance (with possibility that at each step a different set of lines is tapped),

3 the same as above, but the adversary can adaptively change his choice
based on the traffic observed till this moment.

The second case is that an adversary is active and can get control over some
number of servers. In this case the adversary may detour a subonion: instead
of sending it directly to the next node ��1 ) � , a malicious server can encapsu-
late it with additional layers and send to ��1 ) � through a path of additional
servers. This kind of attack can be traced by attaching some encoded confir-
mation that can be checked by the recipient of the message. Another idea is
to send again the same subonion and trace where we can see subonions that
have already appeared in the network. Repetitions reveal a path of the mes-
sage traced. Through careful monitoring all the traffic such an attack can be
detected, but it is unrealistic that the routers store and check all messages pro-
cessed. As a defense one can use time stamps inside the packet (Kesdogan,
1998) – the subonions that do not arrive in predicted interval of time are imme-
diately rejected. However, even with this approach not all problems are solved.
A malicious server can postpone for a short moment all incoming traffic except
one message. In place of the postponed onions it sends his own bogus mes-
sages with known routes (

õ óXWZY[ú[W:\%]^]_\'`a from (Kesdogan, 1998)). Then
analyzing the traffic is much easier: many routes are known by the adversary.

We consider the model of an adversary who removes the packets (either due
to faults or with the aim to bring chaos into communication). This is a great
problem: in the network with ócb ö>÷5ø ó malicious servers and �d. ö>÷5ø ó each
packet gets killed with probability e õ Y[ú .
û�º�� fCê*¿T¾Têhgi�,Æjg�ÆS½Rò�å � º¡é9çlíÇê*¿k�	ÆjgÅÆS½×ò

The adversary model has a big impact on the anonymity mechanism. The
original idea of Chaum is that when at the same time two or more onions get
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m õ Y[ú

m õon ú

BEFORE MIXING AFTER MIXING

pB�§¤G�H�U�rq®�
Vertex mixing: what an adversary can see.

into the same server that is not under the adversary’s control, then this node
acts as a mix: no relationship between incoming and outgoing onions can be
found by an external observer. The problem is that if number of onions is
moderate the chances that a given onion meets another onion are small. So a
large number of onions is necessary to hide their routes.

In (Berman, 2004) Berman et al. pointed to this weakness and introduced
“layer mixing” (to distinguish it from the “vertex mixing” discussed above).
It is based on the assumption that an adversary may eavesdrop only a con-
stant fraction of all communication lines. Then some number of onions are
processed through hidden communication lines. Even if the adversary knows
which nodes have received these messages, they are perfectly mixed. So the
probability of mixing the messages within a layer of the protocol gets substan-
tially larger.�:º sCt�ï.½�Æ9À�½$ç ½ÅÁ�u í×Á�¿_ç�t3ïþ½ÅÆ9ÀÇ½�ãä¿_À ¾aÀ�Ä�ÀÇé �

In this section we present modifications of the onion protocol that are aimed
to make it robust against communication failures. Two kinds of failures are
considered. Either the faults occur at random, or an adversary observes the
traffic and tries to hit vulnerable points.

A general idea is that alternative routes for an onion are provided. At each
hop, there is not one but at least two servers that may process the onion. So if
one destination fails, the message can be sent to another destination.�:ºS¹ üwv ïdt3ï.½�Æ9ÀÇ½ � î�À�¿%ð%ç ½ÅÁ×À[� ë:ê*¿_å�ê*¿yx×ç Â�éy¾ �z V|{�V}{ ~-ST�Q�"�h�%���R��O�K!�'STL}Hc�"L}���9V

First we are concerned with random
communication failures. All participants use a symmetric encryption scheme
SEn. Let SEn � stand for symmetric encryption with key a and Enc + for en-
cryption under public key of , .
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The simplest version of the DUO-Onion protocol looks as follows: in order

to send a message � to node � , node � chooses at random � intermediate
pairs of nodes, say,

õ �;�����! #����� ù ú , ��� , õ �%$ ���  #�%$ � ù ú , random strings &6� , ��� , &"$() � ,
and keys for symmetric encryption a � , . . . , a $ .

For each 7 , we demand that �'1}���-�.Z�61}� ù , but the same server may be chosen to
more than one pair. The onion �<* is built via the following recursive formula.

�<*�$=. � Enc / õ a $") � ú  SEn ������� õ �0 �&($() � ú_�  ��*�1h. � Enc 354�� � õ a 1 ) �! Y[ú  Enc 354�� � õ a 1 ) �! n ú  
SEn � 4 ��� õ � 1 ) �����  #� 1 ) ��� ù  ��<* 1 ) �  �& 1 ) � ú � for 7A8:�� ��*�. �<*<�A�

The onions are processed in the following way: at a stage 7 , either �;1N��� or �61}� ù
has �<*�1 . First, using its private key, it retrieves a 1 ) � either from Enc 354�� � õ a 1 ) � ú
or from Enc 354�� � õ a 1 ) � ú . Then, with a 1 ) � it deciphers the third part of �<* 1 ,
getting �%1 ) ����� , �61 ) ��� ù , �<*�1 ) � . Then it tries to contact �'1 ) ����� . If it is down, it
contacts �%1 ) ��� ù . Then it sends �<*�1 ) � to the server which has responded. If no
server responds, the transmission of the onion dies.� -Onions Protocol works analogously – we have � possible destinations
during a single hop instead of two.

A certain drawback is that each � -subonion contains � ciphertexts of the
same symmetric key. However, this is not a problem since we expect to use
only small values of � .z V|{�V�� ��O��}LNM�O'S"Ui~�S"����J;��L|�|LN�5UQV

In this section we check that � -
Onions are more efficient than just sending the same messages for many times.

Let us assume that & out of ó servers executing the onion protocol are down.
Since the onion paths are chosen at random, the location of these servers does
not matter. Let   õ �h a<ú denote the probability that a random a -onion reaches
its destination server.

For the case of the classical onion protocol we get

  õ �h Y[ú . �!¡%¢;£¡ � $ . � Y¤W £¡ � $  
where � denotes the length of the onion path. Choosing �¥. ` ö>÷5ø ó (which is
a secure length for an adversary eavesdropping a constant fraction of commu-
nication (Berman, 2004)), we get   õ �¦ Y[ú .we õ Y[ú for &�. ô'õ ócb öN÷5ø ó*ú .

For a -onions we get:

  õ �¦ a<ú .E§ � ¡ � � W � £� �� ¡ � � ¨ $ .©§ YªW &ó & WkYó�WkY ��� & Wda-«¬Yó�WXa�«wY ¨ $= § YªW § &ó ¨ � ¨ $  
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For ��. ` öN÷5ø ó , we get   õ �¦ a<ú .Ze õ Y[ú for &�. ô'õ ócb�¯° ö>÷5ø ó*ú . For practical
values of ó , we may assume something like

ö>÷5ø ó 8C±ª² , so for a .´³ we get¯µ öN÷5ø ó 8 n .
On the other hand, it is worth to say that it does not make sense to take largea , since the ratio between   õ �h a<ú and   õ �h Y[ú grows, but the rate of growth

goes down. The biggest change occur for a . n and a . Y . Namely,  õ �h a<ú  õ �¦ Y[ú  ¶ Y[W õ & bPó*ú �Y¤W & bPó¸· $
. ¶ õ Y¤W & bPó*ú õ Y9« & bPó¹« õ & bPó*ú ù « ��� « õ & bPó*ú � ¢ � úY[W & bPó · $. õ YA« & bPóº« õ & bPó*ú ù « ��� « õ & bPó*ú � ¢ � ú $  õ YA« & bPó*ú $ �~-STJ;�6�"L}�'JQ��O%»hJ½¼XH¾�}OQV

Let us consider a network consisting of ó servers
where the number of faulty servers equals &¬.¿²��À± ó and the path’s length�w.Á± . In this case the usual onion reaches its destination with probability  õ ±� Y[ú  ²��À±TÂ while   õ ±� n ú  ²��ÄÃª³ and   õ ±� �± ú  ²��ÀÅ n .z V|{�V z GÆ�R����UR¼dLN��UkÇK!K(ÈcO�KÉVÊ �c�|L|�cË�JQ��L|�|LN�5U;V

For an external adversary analyzing the traffic the a -onion
protocol behaves just as the original onion protocol. So the results from (Ber-
man, 2004) do apply.

On the other hand, the naive solution of sending the same message us-
ing multiple onions going through different routes may lead to weakening
anonymity – traffic analysis might be facilitated by the fact that for each pair
(sender, destination) there is a prescribed number of paths.G¹P�J;Hc�"LNM½OÌJ��(�(J;�ªË¦KÉV

A malicious server �'1}� Í may send the subonion��*�1 ) � to �61 ) ��� ù instead of �%1 ) ����� , if �61 ) ��� ù collaborates with �'1}� Í . This en-
ables them to reduce a little bit the unknown parts of the onion paths. By using
similar arguments as in (Gomułkiewicz, 2004), one can show that it has the
same effect as increasing the number of malicious servers by a constant factor.

On the other hand, a malicious server may start a small repetitive attack: it
sends �<*=1 ) � both to �%1 ) ����� and �61 ) ��� ù . Then both of them send a message
to the same server – in this way the adversary may identify the server used on
step 7 « n . On the other hand, the attack and the malicious server would be
detected easily, so the attack is not attractive for the adversary.

Note that this trick does not reveal any useful information to the adversary
– the only case in which the adversary obtains additional knowledge is when� 1 ) ����� is malicious and pretends that it is down. The only knowledge he may
gain by tracing communication sent by ��1N� Í is the name of �%1 ) ��� ù . This knowl-
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edge is of no advantage for him, since he may get the names of ��1 ) ù ��� and� 1 ) ù � ù by executing the protocol without any tricks.�:ºyû u\íÅÁÅ¿<ç�t3ï.½�Æ9ÀÇ½ �XÏ x Æ9òÑÐ�¾<ÆS½×ò çÛò�ç ÆS½ � ¾y�"Ä@¾_Æ9å�ê�"ÁÅå�ê�¿ � ç»¿BÆ9ê �

Now we assume that the adversary traces a constant fraction of all commu-
nication lines and once it identifies the servers holding the same message, it
blocks the outgoing communication from these servers. Of course, it is neces-
sary that a message is transmitted via many routes – otherwise the adversary
would win by simply killing the messages one by one.

The general idea is that we send a stream of messages encoding the same � .
At each moment we have a subonions corresponding to � (provided that the
adversary has not succeeded to kill some of them). Since the adversary may
kill some of the subonions, we propose a mechanism that enables the stream to
regenerate quickly, so that again we a have a subonions corresponding to � .

The construction must be careful, since a stream of messages encoding the
same message may facilitate traffic analysis.z VÒ�hV}{ ÓÔL}Õ�ÖC×AO'M½O��Ø~-ST�Q�"�h�%���-��O�K!�%SªL}HR�TLN���9V

Assume that � has
to send a message � to � . Then � intermediate nodes ��1}��� #�61}� ù  ���( #�61}� Ù are
chosen by � for each 7�ÚÛ� . The main change to the previous protocol is
that each of the servers ��1N��� #�61}� ù  ���( #�61}� Ù sends the onion to two servers from
the list �%1 ) �����# ���" #�61 ) ��� Ù . Namely, �%1N� Ü sends a subonion to �'1 ) ��� Ü and to a
randomly chosen server � 1 ) ��� ÍÝ Ü�Þ where \ õ�ß ú �. ß . The choice of \ õ�ß ú is made
by � during onion construction.

In this way we achieve the following goals:

since random bipartite graphs have expansion properties, if only a frac-
tion of servers �'1}���! #�61N� ù  ���( #�61N� Ù received the subonion encoding � ,
after step 7 «àY the fraction of servers ��1 ) �����! #�61 ) ��� ù  ���( #�61 ) ��� Ù holding
a subonion encoding � increases with high probability;

sending a copy of the subonion from each ��1}� Ü to all servers �'1 ) ����� , �61 ) ��� ù ,��� , �%1 ) ��� Ù would guarantee immediate recovery of the whole stream
of � copies of subonions containing � . However, the communication
pattern could betray that certain servers are holding a subonion corre-
sponding to the same message. This could make killing � much easier.
A sparse communication pattern proposed does not reveal such informa-
tion to the adversary.z VÒ�hV�� ~-ST�Q�"�h�%�����áO'K!�'STL}Hc�"L}���9V

For the sake of simplicity we de-
scribe and discuss the protocol for �â.C± . Server � builds an onion ã�* via
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the following recursive formula:ãÆ*=$æ.ç� Enc / õ a $() � ú  SEn �5�5��� õ �0 �&($() � ú_�ãÆ*�1�.è§ Enc 354�� � õ a 1 ) �����! �&!1 ) ����� ú  Enc 354�� � õ a 1 ) ��� ù  �&(1 ) ��� ù ú  Enc 354�� é õ a 1 ) ��� êª �&!1 ) ��� ê ú  
SEn � 4 ��� � � õ �61 ) �����! #� 1 ) ��� ÍÝN�jÞ  a�ë1 ) � ú  
SEn � 4 ��� � � õ �61 ) ��� ù  #� 1 ) ��� ÍÝ ù Þ  a�ë1 ) � ú  
SEn � 4 ��� � é õ �61 ) ��� êª #� 1 ) ��� ÍÝìêíÞ  a ë1 ) � ú  
SEn ��î4 ��� õ ãÆ*�1 ) � ú ¨ for 7A8:�ãÆ*B.àã�*º�

In this protocol it is not the case that subonions are sent. Namely, when a
server � has to send ã�*=1 to server � ë , then ã�*�1 is encrypted together with a
random nonce with a public key of � ë before it is sent to � ë . Alternatively, we
may use a probabilistic asymmetric encryption scheme (such as ElGamal) for
encapsulating ãÆ*Ø1 .

Let us describe how a subonion is processed. Assume that � receives an
(encapsulated) subonion ãÆ*�1 . Then � decodes ã�*=1 and deciphers the first
three components of ãÆ*Ø1 with the private key of � . In this way, � obtains
three symmetric keys a , a ë , a ë ë . Then � deciphers the 4th, the 5th and the 6th
components of ãÆ*=1 with the keys, respectively, a , a ë , and a ë ë . In one case,� obtains the valid key a ë1 ) � and the names of two servers � ë , � ë ë for the next
hop. (If necessary, we may include some characteristic string in the plaintext
in order to detect easily which of the keys a , a ë , and a ë ë is valid.) Having a ë1 ) � ,
server � deciphers the last component of ã�*�1 and retrieves ãÆ*Ø1 ) � . Then �
encapsulates ãÆ*=1 ) � as described above and sends the results to the servers � ë
and � ë ë , respectively.z VÒ�hV z ï O'�'��M½O�S(UE~�S"��HrO�S(�TLNO�KÉV

Assume that the adversary is not
blocking the communication at the moment and there is only one server with
a subonion holding � . Then after one step we get 2 servers with a subonion
holding � with probability 1. If there are already two servers keeping subo-
nions with � , then after one step we have still 2 such servers with probability�ð and 3 such servers with probability êð . Since the numbers \ õ�ß ú are chosen
independently at random, our experiment corresponds to Bernoulli trials with
success probability êð . So there is no success within ] trials (meaning that we
have still only 2 servers holding � ) with probability �ù �|ñ .

For the case when � òE± the arguments are more tedious. However, let
us point that the following Markov chain ó converges quickly. The states ofó are nonempty subsets of ô Y  ���( í�dõ . The transition function of ó can be
described as follows: let ? be the current state of ó ; then for each \wö ?
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choose independently at random an element & õ \Tú�ö ô Y  ���" í�dõø÷-ô \ õ . Then
the new state of ó is the set ?:ùúô!& õ \_úû \0ö ?�õ . Due to expansion properties
of random graphs, the chain ó converges quickly to the state ô Y  ���( í�dõ . We
skip further discussion on this problem, since we think that small values of� are most important and for these values the convergence rate can be easily
estimated.z VÒ�hVìü ï O'K(L|�|L}O��c�%O:�(�BGØ�!�(JQ�TË¦K6V

As mentioned, an adversary who
analyzes the traffic at step 7 may locate the servers holding the same message� and kill all packets sent from servers holding � at step 7 «ZY . In this way� would disappear, even if the adversary does not know the contents and the
destination of � .

We assume, as in (Berman, 2004), that the adversary may eavesdrop only a
constant fraction of communication lines. Recall (Berman, 2004) that servers� �  ���! #�6ý and � ë�  ���" #� ëý form a crossover structure, if no communication
line

õ �'Í6 #� ëþ ú for \  �ÿ�8ç� is eavesdropped by the adversary. The number �
will be called crossover size.

The ideal situation is when the servers ��1}��� ���( #�61}� Ù and �%1 ) �����! ���! #�61 ) ��� Ù
from the definition of an onion ãÆ* form a crossover structure at step 7 . Then
the adversary has no trace that they belong together to a certain message � .
What is the probability that such a case occurs? It is hard to answer this ques-
tion: the adversary may adopt some clever strategy to choose the links eaves-
dropped so that as few as possible crossover structures occur. It turns out that
there are graph theoretical limitations on the adversary. Noga Alon (Alon,
2001) (Corollary

n � Y ) shows the following result:

���������	�
For every fixed 
=òC² , and every fixed integer ] òC² , and for any

graph � with ó vertices and at least 
 ó ù edges, the number of subgraphs of �
isomorphic to ��|� � (bipartite complete graph with ] vertices on each side) is at
least: Yn ¶ ó ] · ¶ ó ] · õon 
 ú � � �

In our case we say that an edge
õ �� #� ë ú belongs to � , if the communication

link between
ß

and � ë is not eavesdropped by the adversary. The main point in
Lemma 1 is that a lower bound on the number of crossover structures does not
depend on the structure of � , that is, on the strategy of the adversary.

In order to examine the case � .è± , let us note the following: the proba-
bility that �%1}���! #�61N� ù  #�61}� ê and �61 ) �����! #�61 ) ��� ù  #�61 ) ��� ê form a crossover is at least��� b n ��� for a fraction

�
of links that are not under the adversary’s control. In

this case the probability that the adversary kills all packets holding the message
processed by these servers is about

õ & bPó*ú ê , where & is the number of servers
that can be blocked at step 7 «¬Y .
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� 1}� ê
�61}� ù
� 1}���

� 1 ) ��� ê
�61 ) ��� ù
� 1 ) �����

� 1N� ê
�61N� ù
� 1N���

� 1 ) ��� ê
�61 ) ��� ù
� 1 ) �����

� 1}� ê
�61}� ù
� 1}���

� 1 ) ��� ê
�61 ) ��� ù
� 1 ) �����

�����
communication

pattern

�����
crossover

�����
adversary’s

view

pB� ¤��H�U� ¯ �
Crossovers of size 2 and the viewpoint of the adversary.

The adversary may be in trouble even if no crossover of size 3 occurs.
With probability at least

� ð b n�� a crossover of size 2 is formed by two of
the servers from �'1}���# #�61}� ù  #�61}� ê , say �61}� � �  #�61N� � � and by two of the servers from�61 ) ��� � �  #�61 ) ��� � � . By a simple case inspection (see also Fig. 2) we can check
the following fact:

�����������
Assume that a crossover of size 2 is formed by two servers ��1}� � � ,�61N� � � from the list �%1}���! #�61}� ù  #�61}� ê and by two of �%1 ) ��� � �  #�61 ) ��� � � . Then for every

choice of \ õ Y[ú  \ õon ú  \ õ ± ú , the communication lines between ��1N��� #�61}� ù  #�61}� ê and� 1 ) �����  #� 1 ) ��� ù  #� 1 ) ��� ê where the adversary observes a traffic corresponding to
message � does not form a connected graph.

The meaning of Lemma 2 is that when a crossover of size 2 occurs, then
the adversary cannot link together the nodes � 1 ) �����  #� 1 ) ��� ù  #� 1 ) ��� ê – at least
one of then is an orphan. Since we expect that there are many such orphans
the adversary is in trouble: killing � will succeed only if all three servers�61 ) �����! #�61 ) ��� ù  #�61 ) ��� ê are blocked.

For larger parameters � , the adversary should be even more confused (we
postpone the analysis to the full version of the paper). Let us explain some
intuitions behind. For the moment even assume that the adversary knows the
relationships of the kind ��1}� Ü W �61 ) ��� Ü and that these relationships are the same
for each onion. We draw a directed additional link multi-graph  describing
step 7 . It has ó vertices, with vertex

ß
representing the

ß
th server. We draw

an arc !�#" in  when at step 7 server � sends a message to " , where " is the
“second location” indicated by function \ . Let us consider the arcs related to
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processing the same onion. Since each node has out-degree at most 1, we get a
subgraph of  with some specific properties (see Fig. 3): there are exactly �
arcs, each connected component contains a single circle and some number of
directed paths leading to the circle. The unlucky case for the adversary is when
there is more than one connected component in this graph – the adversary can-
not link the servers appointed to the same message provided that there many
other components due to other messages. It is known that for large � the size
of largest connected component divided by � is a random variable with prob-
ability distribution that converges with � to a Poisson-Dirichlet distribution.

However, even if there is exactly one component, the adversary might be in
trouble, since we assume that the adversary does not eavesdrop all communi-
cation links, but only a certain fraction of them. In this case the graphs such
as depicted in Fig. 3 get disconnected, since the adversary does not know the
status of a constant fraction of communication lines (see Fig. 4).

$Rº ��À�½ÅÄléSÂ � Æ9ÀÇ½ � ç ½ÅÁ�ï&%Lêæ½�ãä¿_À�èÃé9ê¾� �
We disregard the problem of different degrees of vulnerability of the servers

and communications lines. However we should be able to assign different
elements of the network different probabilities of failure or corruption by an
adversary. It is yet unclear how to adopt the onion protocols to this situation.
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pB� ¤��H�U�Û´®�
Example arcs in ' corresponding to the same message.

pB�§¤G�H�U�#(P�
Adversary point of view for the situation depicted by Fig. 3.
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